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Mediated by remote sensing and other post-photographic technologies, the actual landscapes we inhabit dissolve into
landscapes of electromagnetic waves and clouds of data storage. Obscured, however, in this remote kind of vision is
the alignment with the various uses and misuses of space on the ground. This observation not only comes to affirm the
long-held idea that landscape is a construct linked with exercises of power and identity, it also points to current reflections
which remind us that the sustainability of new technologies and their economies of immateriality depend on the extraction
of value from sites across the world through practices such as rare-earth and deep-sea mining. Yet, we seldom reflect
on digital technology’s effect on the environment or think about how the visible landscapes of exploitation it produces are
the underlying structure of invisible landscapes of codes and signals, where new forms of civic and commercial activities,
warfare, territorial control and corporate/state governance are being cultivated. As observed, earth mining finds here its
digital equivalent in practices of data ‘harvesting’ and ‘mining’.
If these are the landscapes of our era, how are they negotiated, examined and questioned in uses of photography?
A medium traditionally linked with notions of bearing witness and bringing into view that which remains unseen,
photography has its own history in relation to the convergence of the visible with the invisible. Taking into consideration the
medium’s migration to other materials, media and technologies, what kind of modes of representation are generated and
what practices of photography are suggested in visual negotiations of the in/visible landscapes we inhabit? In what ways
do practitioners articulate our current condition from a point of criticality in order to reveal the flows of power, the territorial
politics and identities, the dynamics of place and space and the various erasures and misconducts at once evident and hidden?
The 6th International Conference of Photography and Theory (ICPT2020) attends to these questions by adopting a
multidisciplinary perspective and welcoming contributions from scholars, researchers, artists and creative practitioners,
working in different fields, including photography, contemporary art, visual sociology, anthropology, philosophy, art history,
curatorial studies, visual and media studies, filmmaking and education. Submitted proposals for presentations should
address, but not be limited to one or more of the following topics:

Visible landscapes and photography
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Photography and the landscapes of extraction
Photography and forensic landscapes
Photography and the landscapes of global capitalism
Photography and environmental change
The ‘eco-aesthetics’ of photography
Climate crisis and the iconic function of photography
Photography and the trauma of climate crisis
Climate crisis activism and post-photographic technologies and networks
Photographs of climate crisis and responsibility
Photographs of climate crisis and affect/sensory experience
The visual culture of landscape transformation under colonialism
Photography, gender politics and the environment
Photography, race and the environment
Photography and dispossession
Photography and contested landscapes and identities
Photography and the politics of the commons
Photography and cultivating new cultures of commoning
Photography and the dynamics of place and space
Photography and indigenizing/decolonising the landscape
Photography and salvaging local knowledge
Photography and resisting appropriation of indigenous forms of knowledge
Photography and radical gardening
Photography and cultivating alternative ecologies
Photography and revisiting the rural
Photography and collaborative survival
Photography and unsettling the human-earth dichotomy

Invisible landscapes and photography
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The geography of the internet and ‘the cloud’ made visible
Photography and exposing the infrastructure of data collection systems
Photography and exposing the politics of facial recognition technologies
Alternative uses of forms of surveillance and data collection
Photography and exposing the politics of territorial control
The spatial and data erasure of communities
Data collection and colonial methods of extracting information
Data-visualization technologies and community survival
Situated testimonies and post-photographic technologies and networks
Images as data
Data as images
Images as contested/forensic evidence
Data mining and documentary resistance
Collaborative photographic practices and data collection
Images as data and the writing of history
The anti-narrative nature of mechanically generated images
Authenticity and manipulation technologies
Authorship and the proliferating methods of image production

Submission Guidelines:
We invite proposals for 30-minute presentations (20 minutes presentation and 10 minutes for discussion) from various
disciplines. To propose a paper, please send:
a) A 400-word abstract with title (excluding references)
b) The full name of each author with current affiliation and full contact details (address, email, phone number and title of
presentation) are, for the purposes of blind refereeing, to be sent separately with a short biographical note (200 words).
The two documents (abstract and contact details + bio) should be sent to icpt@photographyandtheory.com as Word files in
English no later than May 15, 2020. Please do not send pdf files.
Submitted proposals will go through a blind peer-reviewing process and authors will be notified by end of June 2020 if their
papers have been accepted. Enquiries may be sent to: icpt@photographyandtheory.com
For more information and conference updates please visit the IAPT at: www.photographyandtheory.com

Important Dates:
- Deadline for submission:
- Notification of authors:
- Deadline for early registration:
- Deadline for late registration:
- Conference:

May 15, 2020
June 30, 2020
September 4, 2020
November 2, 2020
November 27-29, 2020

Conference Fees: to be announced later

IAPT Membership
Members of IAPT who register for the full 3 days can benefit exclusive discount on the conference fees. To register as a
member please visit our website at www.photographyandtheory.com
Cost of membership: € 50.00 EUR (Get 10% discount on conference fees)

Members of the ICPT2020 Organizing Committee
Dr Elena Parpa, Chair, University of Nicosia, Cyprus
Nicolas Lambouris, Co-chair, Frederick University, Cyprus
Dr Elena Stylianou, European University Cyprus
Dr Theopisti Stylianou-Lambert, Cyprus University of Technology , Cyprus
Nicos Philippou, University of Nicosia, Cyprus
Artemis Eleftheriadou, Frederick University, Cyprus
Othonas Charalambous, Conference Administrator
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